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Home →Soccer Drills →9 Football Tryout Drills for Skills Assessment 2 Planning and running football tryouts is a challenging task for even the most experienced football coaches. Coaches will often only have one or two sessions with a new group of players trying before choosing a team. That's why it's very important to have an effective
football tryout training that will allow you to assess the skills and abilities of all players trying in no time. Here are some of the best football tryout exercises I've found used at any level. Players compete in game 1-on-1 to the gates to test their attacking and defending skills. Purpose:Assessing the player's ability to defend the attackers in
open areas. Players are asked to close the space quickly and then keep the striker from passing them. Players are able to showcase their attacking and defensive skills. Setup: See the diagram below to follow more easily. Mark a square 20x20 meters with cones. In the opposite corner, make a door with two cones. Two other corners will
have just one cone. Choose a corner with the gate, on each side of the gate, along the sidelines, put different colored doors as far as 10-12 meters. This would be a scoring door and should be 3-4 meters wide. Divide the player into two groups. Having one group start as a defender behind a gate placed closest to the scoring door. The
second batch will start as an attacker and will start behind the corner door opposite the defender. All the ball starts with the defender. The first players in each row start between the gates each. Defenders start with the ball on their feet. The remaining players behind them should stand on the sidelines of the gates. If there are more than 12
players in this training, make another setup so that players can receive more repetitions. Specify the number of laps and time limits for each round. Players have to play as defenders at least twice for 4-5 minutes. Play more laps and time as needed. Instructions:Activities begin with the defender passing football to the attacker in the
opposite corner of the square. The pass should have been on the ground and to the foot of the attacker. The attacker received the pass as the defender walked forward to close the attacker's space. The attacker tried to beat the defender and awesomely through one of three possible gates. Both gates for both sides of the striker are worth
one point while the defender's gate starts worth three points. The defender tried to prevent the striker from scoring on any of the three gates. Defenders can their own eyes by winning the ball from the striker and dribbling through the starting door of the striker. If the ball is out tied at any time, for any reason, the turn ends and nly the player
has scored points. The next turn can start as soon as the player or the ball out-tied. The players returned to their original lineup after their turn. Players track their own eyes. Players with the most points after each round are announced round winners! After each round, players should change the line/role so they can showcase their
offensive and defensive abilities. Make sure the player rest does not stand in the way of any gate as the player will try to awesomely pass through them at high speed and can cause a collision. Play enough rounds that each player defends at least two rounds. Martial is the main focus in this activity. Size - Changes the dimensions of
activity to meet the quality and athleticity of the player. If the dimensions are too easy for attackers or defenders, adjust accordingly. Coaching Points: Teach the defenders to close the attacker's space as quickly as they can and then arrive on balance. Remind attackers to be creative and firm with their direction changes! Educate
defenders to bend their knees and their tackle times so they are not caught reaching the ball. Challenge the defender to win the ball every time and score points on the striker! Encourage attackers to use false, speed changes, and move to get past defenders and scores! Two teams out of eight, including a goalkeeper for each team,
played 8v8 for the goal. With smaller pitches and fewer players, players will get more touches and actions for coaches to rate them. Purpose: Create smaller fields with fewer players for coaches to rate players more quickly. Putting players on a small pitch keeps all the players more engaged and active in the game. Players are less likely
to hide in the setup of this game. Setup: Use a cone to mark the 70x45 page field. Place a full-size goal at each end of the field. Allocate one goalkeeper to each goal. If there is an additional goalkeeper, do they spin in every 3-5 minutes. Divide the pitch players into teams of seven and give each team a different colored jersey. Had two
teams started on the pitch. Separate all the extra football between the two goals. A goalkeeper starts with the ball on their feet. Set the team in formation to make sure there are enough defenders, midfielders, and forwards. Formations include (3-3-1, 2-3-2, or 3-2-2). Specify the number of games and time limits per game. At least three
games 8-10 minutes with a two-minute break is suggested. Instructions: On the coach signal, the game is broadcast live and the goalkeeper with a free ball to start playing. Players try to score goals in their opponents' place, their goals, and showcase themselves in front of evaluating staff. If the ball goes out tied at any time, start a new
ball with his ball team keeper. Connect play. Play for the remainder of the round. Track team scores. Teams with the most goals scored in The end of each game is a winning team. Play three games 8-10 minutes with at least two minutes of rest between each game. More than two teams – If there are more than two teams, turn the team
after each game, or set up more fields. If there is only room for one pitch and there are more than four teams, shorten the game time to 4-5 minutes so the player doesn't stand too long. This should also increase intensity because the time spent working will be shorter. Change teams - Mix and match players as needed to evaluate. Have
players shift teams after games to give teams a different look if needed. Coaching Points:Encourage players to play easily and confidently. Players just need to be themselves to showcase their talents. Help them understand that so they don't try and do too much. Remind the players to enjoy the game and pick their moments when going
forward! Challenge the players to get to know each other because this will be the first time a lot of them play together. Learning each other's names will help! If there are more than two teams per pitch, make sure the game moves to reduce the amount of time the player stands on the sidelines. Increase field dimensions according to
requirements depending on quality. Sprinters, shuffle, backpedal, and cut through a series of cones for coaches assess their ability to close the ground and change direction quickly. Purpose: Assessing player athletic abilities such as speed, speed, abilities, and balance. Coaches can understand how players move and where they are in
terms of athletic capabilities. Setup: See the diagram below for a simpler understanding. Place the cone door, four metres wide, at the bottom of the space. Put a cone 10 metres straight in front of the gate. On each side the cone is only placed, set a cone of five metres away on each side. Place the final 20-metre cone directly in front of
the gate. The final setup will have two cones on the bottom line, three cones in the next row, and then a cone at the top. Set up multiple courses depending on the number of players present. Try keeping each setup to eight players or less. Do players form the line behind the cone door at the bottom. No football is required. Specify the
number of runs each player will finish. It is suggested players complete an 8-10 run for the coaching staff to assess their athletic movement. Instructions:The first player inline walked forward to a cone 10 yards away, shuffled to the left five yards, shrinking right 10 yards, turn left and then sprinting to the top cone. walked behind their lineup
after finishing their run. The next players in the lineup started their turn as soon as the players in front of them completed their run. It is important the players do not start until the players in front of them are finished because this is not a fitness drill and adequate rest time should be given between The first players returned to the forward of
the line, they completed the same pattern, but performed the mirror image of the first run so they worked cutting on both legs. Change the pattern per run 2-3 to assess the ability of players to do other athletic cuts. Players need to complete an 8-10 run with a simple walk back to the start between each run. Add balls - Have players do
patterns using football. Coaches will be able to assess some player abilities and they dribble. Pattern - Give a new pattern every 2-3 runs. Make sure the player intact runs to both sides. A pattern conversion will allow coaches to assess the more athletic movements and abilities of players to work through each one. Coaching Eyes: Teach
players to use their arms to run and close the ground. Remind the players to keep their cuts sharp and stay close to the cone when switching direction. No turn round! Challenge the player to do each run at maximum speed! Players will get a lot of breaks between each run. Three players completed a series of one-touch passes before
driving the ball out to a wide player near the sidelines. All three players ran into the box while wide players blew to the final line and delivered a cross for one of three attacking players. Two defensive players and one goalkeeper added in the box to make the drill more like a game. Purpose: Evaluate the players and the strength of their
position. Wide players are judged on the first touch and their ability to deliver a consistent and quality cross. Defenders were reviewed on their ability to win the ball in the box and hinder goals. The attackers tested over their ability to drive long balls and finished in the box. Goalkeepers can also be checked to see their range in the box and
the ability to stop shots. Great activity to evaluate specific players and skills required for their position. Setup: See the diagram below for understanding. A full-size goal is required and placed on the final line. Place a five-yard cone outside the centre circle, in the middle of the pitch. This is a cone of all strikers (forwards, midfielders, and
other players) will start. Place two cones on each side of the pitch. The cone should be seven metres from the side and should be 10 metres apart. The cone will be a starting area for all wing players (outside the back and midfielders). Two defensive players (middle back, midfielders, or other players) start in the box while the other
defenders rest on the goal side. At least four defenders are required and will be given a different color of jerseys than the attackers. Put one goal in goal with an extra goalkeeper on the goal side. The goalkeeper will rotate in every 3-5 repetition. All football must be around kon start attacking. Set a time limit for this activity. Three Three Of
the 5-7 minutes should be plenty of time for players to rotate positions and showcase their skills. Instructions: Three attackers stepped out in front of the starting cone and formed a triangle. The player completed a 3-5 one-touchdown pass before one of the strikers took two touchdowns and drove the long ball out to one of the wide
players. The wide player received a pass and started dribbling towards the final line. At the same time, the three attackers were making runs to three separate areas of the box (front, midfield, back). Once the wide players have passed the cone closest to the final line, they are free to cross the ball into the box. The wide player tries to pick
the striker and delivers the ball on the attacker's head or legs. Both defenders in the box live to defend and clear the ball out of danger. The attacker tried to score a crossbar on goal. If the goal is scored, the defender cleans the ball, or the goalkeeper saves the shot, the next ball from the new three strikers is immediately started. The
defender completed two rounds in a row before switching. Attacking players and wide players go behind their respective lineups after each turn. The attacker touched the ball to each side of the pitch. Players stay at their position for the remainder of the round. After 5-7 minutes, the players rested, get all the football, and change the
ranking line as needed. Perform this activity for three laps for 5-7 minutes. One touch – Complete this exercise using just one touch in all positions. For experienced players only. Defender - Use less defenders if the striker doesn't get any shots at goal. If a defender is still too much, do training without a defender so that the attacker and
the goalkeeper can be assessed. Coaching Points: Teach the players to make a hard run into the box to be the first for the ball and score! Remind the defenders to be aware of the attackers in so that they manage to clean the ball and avoid danger. Encourage players to compete against each other and try to be the first to the ball every
time! Educate broad players to take their heads and pick players or open up space to deliver the ball into. Challenge the players to score as many goals as they can! Challenge goalkeeper and defender to keep clean sheets! The team of eight players played possession with their four players inside the square and their four players along
the square. The independent players used their teammates along the outside of the square to maintain possession while four other team players in midfield tried to win the ball back. Purpose: Evaluate player ownership and ability to make Players will try to maintain ball owners for their team with their speed of play and the right choice.
Players will also be asked to work hard and wisely on defense to win the ball back. Supplies:Use four fours to mark a square 25x25 meters. Add, or subtract, the space needed to create an optimal space for the player level. Use four more cones to mark the middle of each square side. Divides players into two teams from eight players.
Assign different colors of jerseys to each team. Have four players from each team starting in the middle of the square. Has the remaining four players from each team's own position outside the square between two cones. Places outside should satay the team so that two teammates don't stand next to each other. See diagrams for more
information. Gather all football into a pile near the field for coaches past new football as the ball leaves the area. Specify the number of games and time limits for each game. Four 3-4-minute matches are a good reference. Instructions:Roundup starts with the coach passing the ball into any team. Teams are trying to keep owning the ball
as long as they can while other teams are trying to win the ball back. Only four players in the square were able to defend eight players who were on offense. Teams with possession can use both players inside the square as well as their teammates along the exterior of the square. Players outside the square can move anywhere along
their lines between their two cones. If the ball goes out tied at any time, the coach starts the new ball with an unsuitable team touching the ball. Play continued this way for the remainder of the round. The four players in the inside moved outside after finishing round. Played four rounds 3-4 minutes. Add more time or round as needed.
Numbers - If there are more than eight players per team, adjust the size of the square and add more players to the inside of the square while retaining four players along the outside. Passing and changing - Players are shifting with their teammates past the ball outwards. This allows the player to enter and leave the inside of the square as
the game progresses. Touch limits - Set the touch limit for players inside and outside the square. The touch limit may be the same, or different, for players inside and outside. Increases the speed at which players must think with a lower touch limit. Competition - Ten consecutive passes equivalent to one point. Adjust consecutive pass
numbers as needed for the team to score goals. Teams with the most points at the end of each round are winners. Coaching Points: Teaches players to always move on and give a good supporting angle to each other. Remind players to speak and communicate on both offense and Educate players about distance and stretch defenders
to make it easier to own. Encourage players to play quickly and to make sure the ball moves! Challenge defenders to work and win the ball back as fast as they can! Players practice practising skill from four different positions on the pitch. Players work on one touch they draw and their ability to finish on the dribble. Purpose: Assess the
player's ability to settle around the penalty box at various angles and different shooting scenarios. Players will be asked to finish on the dribble and attack the ball one time from a square pass across the penalty box. Setup: See the diagram below for more information. A full-size goal is required and placed on the final line. Put one
goalkeeper in goal. If there is an additional goalkeeper, do they stand on the sidelines and spin in every four, or eight shots. Place four cones at the top of the box. The cone at each end should be a meter outside the top of the box and two meters inside the edge of the box. Both central cones were supposed to be 5-6 yards outside the
box and were in line with two goal posts. Do players divide either between four cones and form lines. Separate all the balls between the two wide cones. Every player in a wide con should start with the ball on their feet. Specify the time limit for each round. There should be at least four rounds 3-6 minutes. Instructions: This activity will start
on the left side of the goalkeeper and work on their right. The first players on the left cone wide took 1-3 dribbles towards goal and then attacked the ball at goal. After the shooting, they immediately ran to the back of their lineup. The second player lines up, in a wide left cone, then passes the ball, across the top of the box, to the player in
the right-center cone. The right-center cone player, walked to the ball and attacked him the first time on goal. After the shooting, players immediately ran to the back of their lineup. The players who passed the ball stayed where they were and grabbed the new ball. Next, the first player in a wide right cone passes the ball across the top of
the box to the first player in the left-center cone. The player in the middle of the cone, walked to the ball and attacked him the first time on goal. The shooter immediately walked behind their lineup after their attempt. Passengers stayed in front of their queues and quickly grabbed another ball to be put on their feet. Finally, the players just
passed the ball from a wide right cone, took 1-3 dribbles and then tried to score goals. The shooter returned to the back of their line after their turn. The four shots were supposed to be in quick succession so the players were able to secure a lot of repetition and the goalkeeper was challenged to set quickly after each shot. The goalkeeper
has to rotate every four, or eight das shots. The player remains in the same lineup for the duration of the round. After 3-6 minutes, the round ends and the players row to their right. Football is collected and reset after each round. At least four rounds need to be resolved so the player tries a shot from each of the four lines. Distance / corner
- Adjust Adjust the distance and angle of four cones as needed. Coaching Points: Teach players to see where goals and goalkeepers are before putting their heads up and attacking the ball. Educate players to keep their ankle locked when attacking the ball. Remind the players to keep the ball on the frame and choose their angle if
possible. Encourage players to score goals regularly and consistently! Challenge the goalkeeper to move quickly and be able to set between each shot. The players passed, turned and awesome through a series of cones to complete the passing patterns. Purpose: Assess the player's ability to pass the distance and angles that vary
consistently. Players will be asked to perform a two-and-one-touch pass to show their accuracy. Setup: See the diagram below for a clear understanding. Prepare the cones as shown in the diagram. Each side should have four cones in a zig-zag pattern with the first three cones being 15-20 metres from each other and a final cone of 10
metres away from the third cone. Have one player on each cone. Additional players will form a line on each other's cone bugs. See diagrams. Divide football between the two start lines. The first player in each line starts with the ball on their feet. There are at least two football circulating at once. Specify the time limit for this activity. Two
rounds of six minutes is a good reference. Instructions:The first players in each line started the activity by passing the ball forward to the player closest to them on their left. The player on the second cone receives the ball behind the cone, then passes the ball across the next player. The player on the third cone received the ball behind the
cone, then passed the ball forward to the last player. The player on the last con received a pass in front of the cone, played the ball back to the third player, walked around the fourth cone and received a pass from the third player to space. The fourth player then gnaws to the back of the next starting lineup as soon as possible before
resting and waiting for their turn to start again. The players followed their passes and moved forward one cone after each pass they gave. The next ball can start as soon as all players are set on their new con. Players need to compete to the next cone after they complete their passes to keep the patterns moving. Continue this pattern for
4-6 minutes before resting, giving it a certain coaching points, and then repeat for another round. One touch – Complete this pattern using only one touch on all cones. For experienced players only. Up-back-through - Pattern turns to first players who pass to third cone, who play cones that played the fourth cone, which put the ball into the
third cone and ran to receive a pass to space. Coaching Points: Teach players to receive the ball on their hind legs so they can turn and play forward quickly. Player Player stepping onto their passes and keeping the ball on the floor. Remind the player to rest and focus on a good first touch. Encourage players to follow their passes with a
run to the cone so that the activity can keep moving and the players can get more touches. Challenge players to play as fast and exactly as they can! Two teams played possession with the addition of neutral players. Purpose: Assess the player's ability to keep possession of the ball in a number-up situation. Players can also be assessed
for their defensive work and skills as they try to win back the ball as fast as they can. This small play area will allow players plenty of touches and challenges to keep the ball. Setup: Use a cone to mark a 30x30 meter field. Increase, or decrease the size of the pitch depending on the skill level of the player. Less space will challenge highquality players to play faster while the bigger fields will allow players more time on the ball. Select two players to start as neutral. Neutral players should be players with good ownership skills, if possible. This will help the flow of the game. Divide the entire player in two teams out of five players. Assign each team a different jersey color.
Make a pile of balls in the outside of the play area with a coach. Specify the number of games and time limits for each game. Five games over four minutes were proposed. Add more time and gameplay as needed. If there are more than 12 players in attendance, set up two playing areas, or twist the third team's buy after each round. More
players can also be added to the game, such as 6v6+2 or 7v7 +3, depending on the numbers available. Adjust the field dimensions accordingly. Instructions: The coach started playing by passing the ball to a team. Teams are trying to keep possession of the ball using their teammates and neutral players. Teams without the ball try to win
the ball back as fast as they can and then retain possession. If the ball goes out tied at any time, the coach passes the new ball to the square to an unsuitable team touching the ball. Play continues for the remainder of the round. The player rested for at least two minutes before starting the next round. If time allows, play five games for
four minutes. Change teams and neutral players as needed. Touch limit - Give players a touch limit. 3 touchdowns, 2 touchdowns, or 1-touchdown. Neutral players can also be given the same touch limits, or separate touch limits. Point System - Give the player something to play with counting consecutive passes and award points for each
connected consecutive passes. This allows the players to compete and find winners for each round. Rising, or decreasing, passing numbers depend on the skill level of the player. Coaching Points: Remind players to always move on both defense and offense. Players need to be looking to stay involved in the game effect of the result.
Encourage players to play quickly and keep the ball moving! Players can't take more than three touchdowns in this game unless they have to get out of place tight. Challenge the players to switch from offense to defense, and defense to offense immediately! Players collaborate and work on passes and volleys while moving forward and
backwards. Purpose: Get players moving with football at the beginning of the session. Players heat their muscles with light movement and passing patterns. Coaches can also evaluate some of their players and abilities to pass and receive balls while moving. Setup: Use cones to make two, parallel lines, 30 meters apart. Make the lineup
as long as necessary to accommodate all the players. Having a player collaborates with one and lines up along a line of cones. One partner started on the line with the ball while the other partner stood as far as 4-5 yards directly in front of them. Specify the warmup time. 8-12 minutes should be enough before the player stretches and
prepares for another session. Instructions: Partners work to other and back con lines while doing technical patterns and retaining their 4-5 space. The pattern can be:a. A passing touch.b. Pass two touchdowns.c. The pair moving backwards had the ball in their hands and battered the ball to their pair moving forward for volleys (inside,
outside, two touches, a thigh of the legs, head legs, etc.). d. Headers.e. Juggling (one touch, two touches, etc.). f. Be creative. Turn it on. There is no wrong combination. After the players complete one down and back, they rest on the starting line-up for the rest of the players back and for the coaches to give the next pattern before
repeating the process. Continue this light technical heating for 8-12 minutes before stretching and preparing for the rest of the session. Pattern - Give the player a new passing pattern per turn, or every other turn. This will keep players engaged and give coaches the first impact on players and technical abilities. Distance – Increases, or
decreases, the distance between the two cone lines as needed. Coaching Points:Remind these players are just warmup and the actual speed of play and the touch doesn't matter. The main focus is to get their bodies moving and start getting them touching the ball before jumping into another session. Teach players to stay balanced when
performing passing patterns. Encourage players to slowly increase their speed and focus as they work through warmup. Players should be mostly warm and fully focused by the warmup time is over. Once your tryouts end, it's time to find out what drills you're going to use during If you're looking for an idea, check out all our football
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